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Beer on the rise
With the rising popularity of high-class craft beers from the
UK and Ireland generating an increase in demand for the
unique tastes that craft breweries produce, often the stability
and consistency of the beer is overlooked.
The first brew of a unique pale ale, lager, pilsner, IPA or other
speciality beer can fuel the demand for customers to enjoy
that beer again, but how does the brewer ensure each batch
tastes as good as the first?
Another challenge for any craft brewer is that when one of
their unique flavours takes off, how do they keep up with the
demand using a limited budget, limited equipment, minimal
floor space and not enough time?
The answers can be found through new applications in the
art of brewing or by limiting production to the best beers
in each brewer’s range. There are also opportunities in the
filtration of the beer which can improve efficiency.
With the correct filtration of bright beers, not only can the
time required to allow the yeast and other contaminants
to settle out be reduced, but also the recovery rate of the
beer can be increased by up to 5% during the tapping off
process. With the right selection of filtration there’s also an
opportunity to shorten the time in the bright tank and go
directly to the canning process; creating the same taste but
with more stability, in less time and with improved product
recovery – leaving more money in the bank.

Breweries around the world
use 3M because of:
Performance
3M systems help to deliver economical answers
to the filtration needs of the brewer.

Convenience
3M filter systems offer convenience and ease-of-use.

Quality
3M filter systems help deliver worldwide quality
for consistent operation.
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Filtered water

Filtered Water
(page 6)

Quality water, the building block of quality beer.
Water, the fundamental ingredient in beer, must be carefully monitored
and controlled. Since most breweries aren’t located next to sediment free
mountain springs, process filtration is a vital part of brewing and blending
water preparation, bottle/keg washing water and sanitising water.

Mash Mixer

Lauter Tun

3M has a long history of providing quality water filtration to food
and beverage companies around the world. Therefore, we’re able
to accommodate virtually any design to meet your process requirements.

3M™ Micro-Klean™ RT Series Filters

3M™ High Flow Series Filters

Micro-Klean RT filters are all-polypropylene rigid depth filter cartridges.

For brewers with larger
Bottling
volume requirements,
or space restrictions,
we suggest using our High
Flow filter, details of which
can be found on page 8.

The rigid depth filter construction:
ŔŔEliminates unloading at high differential pressure
ŔŔOffers efficient removal of deformable materials
ŔŔConsistent superior particle removal throughout the filter life
Enhanced dirt holding capacity:
ŔŔFewer filter change outs
Grooved cartridge with extended surface area:
ŔŔPromotes fuller utilisation of the depth matrix
prolonging filter life
All-polypropylene construction:
ŔŔNeutral to the brewing process leaving
taste unaffected

Additional Applications
Bottle and keg washing water

Sanitising water

Bottle and keg washing water filtration
are frequently overlooked applications.
Wash water can contain particles and
organics that affect the final product.
Proper filtration of wash water is
especially important when the container
(bottle or keg) will not be pasteurised.
Micro‑organisms from poorly filtered
water can recontaminate non-pasteurised
beer, easily causing spoilage.

Sanitising water (>80°C) is used to reduce
bioburden and to clean systems,
including the filters. Filtering sanitising
water is important so that the system
is not contaminated with particulate
in the sanitising water between beer
production runs.
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Final Filt
(page 12

Mash Mixer

Lauter Tun

Brewing Kettle

Trap filtration

Filtered
Water

Trap filters serve two essential functions. First, they reduce extraneous
diatomaceous earth (D.E.) fines and yeast that randomly passes from
the D.E. filter during normal filter operation. Secondly, trap filters act
as an ‘insurance’ if the diatomaceous earth filter malfunctions (start-ups/
Bottling
Final Filter
Pre-filter
Bright Beer Tank
screen rupture/overdosing/bypass).(page
The 12)
trap filter (page
protects
against failure
8, 10, 11)
by preventing the yeast and D.E. fines from contaminating downstream
equipment and piping as they are difficult to flush out completely.

Trap Filter
(page 7)

Ferm

DE Filter

Trap filters
3M™ Betafine™ XL Series Filters

3M™ High Flow Series Filters

The all-polypropylene filter
is constructed using a design
that utilises flow enhancing
filter media and an innovative
flow pattern. The result is an
absolute-rated filter with vastly
superior on-stream life that
provides more cost-effective
filtration than conventional
melt blown filter technologies.

High Flow Series filters are
not only effective at filtering
process water, they also have
a large fine and yeast holding
capacity. See the benefits on
page 8.

ŔŔAdvanced pleat technology
(see right)

This design construct
maximises the useful surface
area of the filter cartridge while
maintain proper flow paths
between media pleats.

ŔŔGreater surface
area compared to a
conventional depth filter
ŔŔFaster flow rates per filter
compared to a conventional
depth filter
ŔŔAbsolute rated

Advanced pleat technology

How it works
The staggered pleats with
increased open area allow for
greater contaminant loading
between pleats at the inside
diameter while the reduced length
pleats take advantage of existing
open space closer to the cartridge
diameter. The result is a fully
used surface area that provides
superior service life.

3M™ Betapure™
NT Series Filters
Betapure™ NT-T filters provide
the consistency of absolute
rated filtration, as well as the
high D.E. fine holding capacity
needed in the brewery.
ŔŔProvide excellent retention
of diatomaceous earth fines,
protecting beer quality and
downstream filters.
ŔŔOffer consistent, reliable
performance from batch
to batch, lot to lot over
the lifetime of the filter.
ŔŔAre extremely durable and
are capable of withstanding
multiple hot water sanitisation
cycles and backwashing.

Conventional
pleating

Advanced pleat
technology
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3M™ High Flow Series Filters
The High Flow Filtration System is an advanced design that uses
3M innovation and extensive filtration experience to deliver a high
flow cartridge in a compact housing design.
High Flow benefits:
Compact design

Easy to use

ŔŔSmaller housing minimises
capital expense requirements

ŔŔNo special tools or hardware
required for filter change-out,
minimising downtime

ŔŔReduces system footprint.
Up to 50% smaller than
competitively sized housing
Absolute rating
ŔŔConsistent quality throughout
the filter’s life
Polypropylene construction

ŔŔ“Twist to lock” seating
mechanism provides
positive seal
ŔŔErgonomically designed
handle – facilitates easy
cartridge installation
and removal

ŔŔNeutral to the brewing
process leaving taste
unaffected
ŔŔCartridges are discarded
only when blocked

For smaller brewers
Filtration is often an overlooked
facet of beer production at
smaller breweries. Through
correct filtration, a consistently
stable beer can be produced
to satisfy consumers
demand time after time.

The two products we have found most effective are our High Flow 15µm
absolute filter to remove the heavy sediment, followed by a dual layer
3M™ Zeta Plus™ Series Filter, filtering down to around the 1µm level. These
two products remove the unwanted haze, yeast, and other particles, but not
the taste – allowing for more of that great taste that our customers love. The
successively tighter filter stages allow brewers to produce a consistently
stable beer without the need for filtration following the bright beer tank.
See the process below.

(See page 10 for more details)

Bottling
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Bright Beer Tank

Zeta Plus

High Flow

Fermentation Tank
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Mash Mixer

Lauter Tun

Brewing Kettle

Non-pasteurised beer: Prefiltration
Brewers have used conventional plate and frame filter presses for many
years. However, filter presses have never been considered a particularly
convenient or efficient method of filtration. 3M developed the 3M™ Series
Filters as an alternative to filter presses and to provide a convenient and
cost effective alternative for beer filtration.
Bottling

Final Filter
(page 12)

3M™ Zeta Plus™ HT Series Filters

1. At the end of the daily
filtration run, push residual
product out with ambient
filtered water, or CO2.
2. Flow 55°C filtered water
through the filters for 15 minutes
to drain at the same flow rate
as the product. Faster flow
rates (up to 10gpm/12" Zeta
Plus Series Filters), where
practical, are often more
effective at accessing a greater
number of pores.

3M™ Zeta Plus™ Dual-Zone Series Filters
Zeta Plus Dual-Zone Series Filters are an advanced, dual zone depth
filter designed to provide optimal clarification and prefiltration for
difficult to filter beers. The construction consists of two distinct layers,
or “zones” of durable HT series filter media, with
the upstream zone more open than the downstream
zone. This structure enhances the contaminant
holding capacity of the filter by trapping larger
particles, hazes and microorganisms in the
upstream layer, and smaller ones in the downstream
layer. This distribution of plugging contaminants
throughout the depth of the filter can greatly extend
service life and reduce overall filter costs. The two
filter zones can be independently selected and
combined to optimise performance.

Cold water
purge

Filtration

Daily cycle
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Cold water
purge

3. If the filters are in series,
it is recommended that the
warm water regeneration flow
goes through the first filter
in series for a duration of 15
minutes to drain before the
flow is diverted to the next
filter in the series. This prevents
plugging compounds from being
dissolved from the first filter and
deposited on the second.
4. If required, raise the
water temperature to 80°C
and sanitise the system for
30 minutes or longer.
5. Once sanitation is complete,
begin the next product run
or close the housing valves
until the next beverage run.

Cartridge change-out
Sanitation
water
80‑90°C

Bright Beer Tank

Regeneration of Zeta
Plus cartridges

Zeta Plus Series Filters are a 3M innovation, charge
modified depth filter constructed with high tensile
strength media. The HT series media formulation
is optimised to withstand repetitive hot water
sanitation cycles while maintaining media strength
and efficiency superior to that of other filter media.
This media formulation, combined with the rugged
cartridge structure results in superior filter life and
optimum process economies. Zeta Plus HT Filters are
available in 8", 12" and 16" diameter cartridges, with
the 12" providing the additional benefit of lifting handles
for ease of handling.

Cartridge
installation

Pre-filter
(page 8, 10, 11)

Regeneration
55°C

Cold water
purge

Trap
(pa

The Benefits of the 3M™ Zeta Plus™ Series Filters
Filter press

3M™ Zeta Plus™ Series Filters

Leakage and beer loss

Zero leakage

ŔŔCan be as high as 1-2% of volume filtered

ŔŔNo oxygen/bacteria pick up

Labour

Greatly reduced labour

ŔŔIt can take 2 to 4 hours to change a small filter press

ŔŔZeta Plus Series Filters can be changed
in 15 minutes

ŔŔWhen a filter press is repacked, it is not operating,
reducing productivity
Filter change-outs

Fewer change-outs

ŔŔFilter sheets are changed on a timely basis,
not when filtration capacity has been achieved

ŔŔSince cartridges are used completely, fewer filter
changeouts are needed per year

ŔŔRisk of throwing away a percentage of unused filters
Capital costs

Decreased capital costs

ŔŔFilter presses are large, expensive pieces
of equipment

ŔŔZeta Plus Series Filter housings are typically 25-50%
the capital cost of a stainless-steel filter press

Maintenance

Low maintenance

ŔŔPresses typically have 4 O-rings per plate

ŔŔZeta plus housing systems have 3 O-rings to maintain

ŔŔPlate surfaces must be cleaned regularly

ŔŔEasy to clean, easy to maintain

ŔŔPlates are heavy and cumbersome
to remove and clean
Disposal

Reduced disposal

ŔŔFilter sheets are discarded on a timed basis,
additional disposal costs could be incurred
as a result.

ŔŔFewer change-outs a year results in less filters
to dispose, reducing disposal costs

Floor space

Minimal floor space

ŔŔA 60cm press requires up to 100ft of floor space

ŔŔVery small footprint
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ŔŔFrees up space for other operations
Energy

Low energy consumption

ŔŔFilter presses have a great deal of steel to heat

ŔŔThe compact design allows the housing to reach
sanitation temperature in approximately 15 minutes

ŔŔA filter press typically takes 30-90 minutes to reach
sanitation temperature

ŔŔReduced energy/water operation time

ŔŔFilter presses have many dead legs which are hard
to clean properly
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Non-pasteurised beer: Final Filtration
Mash Mixer

Lauter Tun

Brewing Kettle

Membrane filtration is the premier method of achieving microbiological
stability in the container without the use of chemicals or heat.
The organoleptic properties are completely preserved until the product
is opened, be it weeks, months or years after filling.
3M purification provides a cost-effective solution to achieve microbiological
stability. By combining the economy of a depth filter, 3M™ Zeta Plus™ Series
Bottling
Filter, with the assurance of a membrane filter, 3M™ LifeASSURE™ BA Series
Filters, 3M can provide brewers with complete sterile filtration.

LifeASSURE BA Series Filters
The LifeASSURE BA Series Filter membrane is combined with an advanced
cartridge construction to provide enhanced mechanical and thermal
resistance. This superior construction permits continuous service, even
under demanding process conditions.

LifeASSURE BA benefits
ŔŔHigh surface area, NYLON 6.6 microporous membrane.
Results in faster flow rates and longer service life than
conventional membrane filters
ŔŔExceptional spoilage organism retention. Provides reliable
microbiological control
ŔŔDurable cartridge design. Withstands repeated hot water
sanitation cycles
ŔŔIndividually serialised and integrity tested in manufacturing.
Fully traceable
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Final Filter
(page 12)

Pre-filt
(page 8, 1
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Application Engineering
The cornerstone of 3M’s philosophy is service to customers, not only
in product quality and prompt delivery, but also in validation, application
support and in the sharing of scientific information.
Our Application Engineering (AE) group is a market-oriented group
of scientists and engineers who work closely with customers to solve
difficult separation problems and aid in the selection of the most
effective and economical filtration systems. AE routinely provides
end‑users with:
ŔŔValidation and regulatory support
ŔŔExtractable and compatibility analysis
ŔŔFilter system optimisation studies
ŔŔ3M™ 101 Series Integrity Testing Device

3M™ Filter Housings and Systems
3M offer an extensive range of cartridge filter housings designed
to meet any process flow requirement and handle even the most
critical applications found in breweries.

Process flow rates from 2 HL/hr to 4500 HL/hr
3M filter housings can meet virtually any process flow requirements
found in breweries. From the lab to pilot plant to full production,
3M filter housings are available to grow with the needs of the brewer.

User friendly designs
3M filter housings are specifically designed with the end user in mind,
to make installing and removing filter cartridges quick and easy. Fast
action swing bolts, quick release clamps and convenient cartridge
hold‑down devices allow for rapid filter change-outs, low labour
requirements and reduced downtime.

Bespoke Vessels
We routinely produce housings in accordance the requirements
of Regulation (EC) 1935/2004 for Food Contact applications, and
can produce special designs to meet a customer’s specific needs.
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Product Use: Many factors beyond 3M’s control and uniquely within user’s knowledge and control can affect the use and performance of a 3M product
in a particular application. Given the variety of factors that can affect the use and performance of a 3M product, user is solely responsible for evaluating
the 3M product and determining whether it is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for user’s method of application.
Warranty, Limited Remedy, and Disclaimer: Unless an additional warranty is specifically stated on the applicable 3M product packaging or product literature,
3M warrants that each 3M product meets the applicable 3M product specification at the time 3M ships the product. 3M MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES
OR CONDITIONS, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF MERCHANTABILITY
OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION ARISING OUT OF A COURSE OF DEALING, CUSTOM OR USAGE
OF TRADE. If the 3M product does not conform to this warranty, then the sole and exclusive remedy is, at 3M’s option, replacement of the 3M product or refund
of the purchase price.
Limitation of Liability: Except where prohibited by law, 3M will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from the 3M product, whether direct, indirect, special,
incidental or consequential, regardless of the legal theory asserted, including warranty, contract, negligence or strict liability.

Separation and Purification Sciences Division
3M United Kingdom PLC
3M Centre, Cain Road
Bracknell RG12 8HT
Berkshire
+44(0) 845 6025 237

3M Ireland Ltd
The Iveagh Building
The Park, Carrickmines
Dublin 18
00353 (01) 280 3555
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